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INTRODUCTION 

The Research Data Storage Infrastructure (RDSI) project, an initiative of the National Collaborative Research 
Infrastructure Strategy, is funded from the Education Investment Fund under the Super Science (Future Industries) 
initiative funded with $50m with the University of Queensland as the lead agent [1]. 

The benefits from better-managed and more accessible research data are being sought everywhere across the research 
sector.  At the same time, data is being generated at a rate that far exceeds the growth of data storage capacities.  The 
RDSI Project therefore represents a timely investment that is aimed at strengthening Australia's capabilities in data 
intensive research and collaboration. The aim of the RDSI project is for researchers to be able to use and manipulate 
significant collections of data that were previously either unavailable or difficult to access and that there will be a 
consistent means of accessing this data. This has been successfully achieved through the development of a national 
network of data stores, or ‘nodes’.  Data held in these stores are allocated capacity through a priority and merit process.  
Content can be readily accessed, analysed and re-used in a coherently governed environment.  

PROJECT DELIVERY 

RDSI was implemented through four distinct programmes to ensure a balance between the requirements identified for 
funding. 

These programmes are: 

Node Development (NoDe): A programme to identify, strengthen and develop research data centres able to hold and 
process high data volumes. Research data centres were supported either as a Primary Node or an Additional Node; 

Research Data Services (ReDS): A programme to identify research data holdings of lasting value and importance and to 
contribute funding to their development at the most appropriate node; 

Data Sharing (DaSh): A programme to provide the widest possible range of general data sharing and movement 
infrastructure suitable for data intensive research activities. This programme comprised of two major components, a high 
performance network (DaShNet) and a DaSh Technical Architecture. 

Vendor Panel (VePa): A programme that established a vendor panel for use by RDSI and the sector. 

Additional sub-projects [2] were identified in consultation with the sector, nodes and the RDSI Board. These sub-projects 
awarded funds to nodes and other sector organisations to achieve the best outcome. These were governed by steering 
committees formed by stakeholders [3]. 

NODES 

RDSI is funding the setup of eight nodes, around Australia.  These nodes are capable of storing petabytes of research data 
from researchers and institutions around the country.  Nodes are connected to each other by a very fast network 
developed under the DaShNet sub-project and provided by AARNet.  Primary Nodes are located in Adelaide, Brisbane, 
Canberra, Melbourne, Perth and Sydney with two additional Nodes in Tasmania and Townsville.   Nodes are supported 
by over 50 Australian organisations.  The map in figure 1 shows the Node locations and the organisations who operate 
them. These locations were intended to ensure RDSI infrastructure is co-located with other data infrastructure to ensure 
researchers have the best possible environment to work with, hence many nodes are collocated with Nectar nodes. 
The funding of staff at nodes to support and expedite deployment of their infrastructure, merit allocation process and 
data ingest has effectively accelerated the development of this important national network of nodes. 
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Figure 1: RDSI-funded nodes location 

 

MERIT ALLOCATION 

How collections are nominated to be stored at the RDSI-funded nodes is an essential process.  The concept of Merit 
Allocation Committees was developed with input from node and sector participating organisations. 

Node Allocation Committees are defined by the nodes and are responsible for ensuring collections stored on RDSI-funded 
infrastructure benefit the Australian public research community and meet the intent of the RDSI Project. The Allocation 
Committee also considers how the long term benefits may be maximised considering the particular research interests of 
the Node's stakeholders.  All Allocation Committees use the same assessment criteria, outlined in the Allocation Checklist 
[4]. 

PROJECT OUTCOMES 

The RDSI Project has been delivering a national infrastructure able to hold significant collections of research data which 
comprises of: 

• A small number of high capacity Nodes where each Node will contain multiple petabytes of storage configured 
to support the classes of access and retention appropriate to the research data held; 

• A dedicated high speed inter-connection network with high bandwidth low latency connections that will support 
replication and data transfer between Nodes; 

• A common access infrastructure to provide a uniform experience for common researcher access to all the data 
held; and 

• Appropriate specialist access infrastructure hosting specialist access tools appropriate to the disciplines closely 
related to these national collections. 

The result is a data storage framework that will assist institutions and researchers to more effectively use, manage, share 
and preserve much larger holdings of research data that was previous unavailable. 

TRANSITIONING 

The RDSI project has funded an important storage infrastructure which represents significant benefits to the research 
sector.  As the RDSI project concludes at the end of 2014, RDSI will seek to transition the sustainable project outcomes 
to the appropriate bodies.  Transitioning will support project objectives to be efficiently and successfully preserved and 
maintained moving into the future. 

CONCLUSION  

This presentation aims to update delegates on the project progress, its programmes, and the strategies to be used to 
transition the RDSI funded infrastructure into the sector. Lessons learned during the project implementation and delivery 
will be shared. 

Topics to be presented include: 

 Advances in the development of the national data centres (nodes) and the networks connecting these into a 
national, federated research data infrastructure.  

 Sector benefits arising from RDSI project activities will be described, such as the opportunities for leverage of 
RDSI negotiated vendor agreements;  

 Case studies of accelerated research outputs through the re-use of RDSI-funded nationally hosted significant 
data collections. 
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